
The Trial 
 
Basic Trial Procedures 
Courtroom and participants 
judge     attorneys   witnesses jurors 
bailiff court    reporter   media observers 
 
Beginning the trial 
Bailiff announces: "All rise. The Court of _____________ is now in session, the 
Honorable Judge ____________ presiding." Everyone remains standing until the judge 
enters and is seated. The judge then asks the attorneys for each side of the case if they 
are ready to begin the trial. 
 
The trial 
1. Students deliver opening statements. 
Attorney for plaintiff rises and introduces him/herself: "May it please the court and ladies 
and gentlemen of the jury, my name is _________, counsel for __________ in this 
action." Attorney for Plaintiff always delivers his/her opening statement first. (no longer 
than 5 minutes) Defense attorney gives his/her opening statement immediately after. 
 
2. Testimony of witnesses. 
Plaintiff witnesses are called first. Order of witness presentations are determined by 
strategy, i.e., chronologically into overall story. Direct examination of plaintiff witnesses 
includes cross examination by defense and redirect examination by plaintiff. Defense 
case-in-chief then proceeds with direct examination of witnesses called by defense and 
cross examination by plaintiff, etc. 
 
3. Closing arguments 
The plaintiff presents its closing argument (no longer than 5 minutes). The defense will 
then present its closing. The plaintiff (because it has the burden of proof) has up to two 
minutes to present its rebuttal closing. 
 
4. Finding 

style, letting the trial participants in on their thoughts. If fishbowl style is selected, it is 
very important that the attorneys and witnesses remain silent throughout the 
deliberations. If the jury makes their decision in private, they can be asked to comment 
on the process, or how they came to their decision, either as a group or individually. 
They can be asked questions such as: Were some parts of the trial more important than 
others? Did either side forget to introduce any importance evidence? Could either side 
have been more effective or successful in their direct or cross examination of the 
witnesses? 
 
 
 
 


